UNIT CARD TYPES
Omen: Gifts of the Gods, introduces two new unit types: Spartoi and
Eidolons. Both have unique characteristics, and all of these units are
usable with any configuration of Omen sets. Below is a summary of both
new unit types:

Eidolons: Units that are treated as another unit type from previous Omen
sets, and reward playing additional units of that type to the city where the
Eidolon is present. An Eidolons’ second unit type is always in effect, even
when it’s not in play.
Spartoi: Units with the keyword DEATHLESS, meaning that either player
can play them to a city from the discard pile and resolve their ability.

KEYWORDS
DEATHLESS: Units with the DEATHLESS keyword can be played to a city
from the discard pile by either player on their turn. The player pays the
unit’s cost in coins, returns it to play on their side of the city board, and
resolves its ability. It is important to note that a unit with DEATHLESS
only resolves its ability when returned to play from the Discard Pile.
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Omen: Gifts of the Gods, is the latest chapter in the Omen saga of
games created by John Clowdus. It features new units, new rewards,
and new challenges for the two would-be conquerors! Omen: Gifts
of the Gods is not a standalone game, but its contents are usable
with many different combinations of Omen sets!

COMPONENTS
18 Unit cards
6 Challenge cards
6 Relic cards
5 Whim cards
12 Reward tiles
Rules insert

18 Unit cards

6 Zeus’
Challenge cards

6 Relics of
Olympus cards

5 Tyche’s
Whim cards
12 Reward tiles
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ZEUS' CHALLENGE

RELICS OF OLYMPUS

Zues’ Challenges (Challenges) are usable with any combination of other
Omen products. Place the Challenges to the side of the City board between
both players. When using Challenges, each player has a Challenge Step that
occurs immediately before the War Step. If being used in conjunction with
Feats, the Challenge Step occurs between the Feat Step and the War Step.

To add Relics of Olympus (Relics) to a game of Omen, the players must also
be using Feat cards from either Omen: A Reign of War or Omen: Tales of the
Ancients.

A player can only complete one Challenge per turn. During a player’s
Challenge Step, if they have met the requirement of any faceup Challenge,
the player may place it facedown in their area. At the end of the game, each
completed Challenge is worth 3 victory points.
Adding Challenges to the game adds another end game trigger. The game
ends at the end of a player’s turn if there are 2 Challenge cards remaining.

TYCHE'S WHIMS

Whims are compatible with all configurations of Omen sets. When using the
Whims, shuffle the 5 cards during setup and place them off to the side of the
main play area. After choosing a First Player for the game, the other player
may draw up to 3 Whim cards. That player then chooses up to one of the
drawn Whim cards and passes it to the First Player, who must add it to their
hand. The second player keeps all remaining Whim cards.
Tyche’s Whims (Whims) introduce cards that are useful when played by a
player but worth 1 victory point if in a players hand at the end of the game
as well as cards that are less desirable to play but are -1 victory point if in a
player’s hand at the end of the game.

How to use a Whim card is dictated by its text. To play a Whim card, the
player reveals the card from hand during the appropriate step and then
returns the revealed Whim card to the side of the play area. No effect
controlled by an opposing player can cause a player to discard a Whim card.
At the end of the game, each player reveals their hand, and either gains or
loses points based on the Whim card(s) the player has in hand.
NOTE: Whim cards do not count towards a player’s maximum hand size
during the Offering Step.
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When using Relics, they are placed faceup to the side of the main play area.
During a player’s Feat Step, if they complete 1 or more Feats, the player
may choose to take a Relic instead of turning the Feat facedown. To do this,
instead of flipping the achieved Feat facedown, the player rotates the Feat
card 90 degrees. The player then selects a Relic from the side of the play area
and places it faceup on their side of any City. While a Relic is in play on a
player’s side of a city, it provides the effect described on the card. There can
never be more than one Relic in a city. When adding a second Relic to a city,
remove the current one from play. Place the removed Relic with the other
Relics not being used.
It is important to note that a Feat turned 90 degrees as the result of a player
choosing to add a Relic to a city still counts toward the completed Feats
for triggering the end of the game. All Feats turned 90 degrees are worth 1
victory point at the end of the game, and cannot be completed again during
the game. Additionally, players gain 1 victory point for each Relic on their
side of the City board during the end of the game.

VARIANTS

The units in Omen Gift of the Gods are usable with those from Omen:
Edge of the Aegean and Omen: Fires in the East to support an
expansion only draft Variant. The rules for running such a Draft are
within the rules of both sets.

REWARD TILES

Reward tiles included in Omen: Gifts of the Gods utilize the same rules as
those from all other Omen sets. These Reward tiles can be freely mixed and
combined with any and all Omen standalone games and expansions
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